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Lady Sings the Blues features a previously
unreleased track titled If Ever You Could See Me,
written by Holland-Dozier and Robert Carr. It was
originally recorded by the Holland-Dozier-Carr
songwriting partnership in 1969 with The
Temptations, The Contours and The Four Tops.
The song was cut by the Holland-Dozier-Holland
songwriting team in 1973 and released by The
Temptations that year. In 1982 Ross recorded her
own version of the song for her album Didnt We
Try and the Temptations performed it at a concert
in Detroit in 2006. Ross recorded the song again
for her 2016 CD Lady and it was also released on
the All the Woman soundtrack. A whole career of
collaborating with others followed, including two of
her finestcollaborations. First was the dance duet
Happy Together from the soundtrack to the hit
movie TheRainbow Children (November 1982).
The lush ballad from that album, My Whole World,
featuring Diana on lead, went to Number One,
making it the song of the year in 1982. The
following year she dueted with Stevie Wonder on
the bossa nova Girlfriend, an uptempo comeback
single from his Made in America album (March
1983). Diana Ross in 1986. Themes from this
album came from the movies Endless Love (1984),
Silkwood (1983), and Made in America (1984), as
well as the theme songs from her LPs Youre My
Other Woman (1984), Seduction (1984), and
Never Stop Running (1984). It went Top Ten on
the pop album chart. The title track became her
last Top Ten hit on the pop album chart, but it
remained one of the biggest-selling singles of her
career.
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We then come to my favorite segment of the
performance, the tribute to Ross by the rest of the
Diana cast, who bring the unique Diana Ross vocal

stamp to a number of her signature songs. In a
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way its amazing to realize how many great Ross
songs are part of the The Supremes repertoire,

and Im amazed at the women making the case for
them as if they were our generations Adele. Its

certainly always been clear that Ross had a very
special rapport with the female singers she

recorded with, and because of that, the
performances are often the most visually

appealing and emotionally potent moments in the
concert. For instance, Bernadette Peters adds a bit
of upper-register diva showiness to the expressive
You Make Me Feel Brand New and the women get
a chance to really push the last of the hits Ross

recorded, I Cant Tell A Lie, as Ross sings her way
through it. Alicia Keys demonstrates her good-
natured sense of humor with a super-energy I
Cant Wait For Tonight and Im Just A Woman;

Ruthie did a more intimate, light-hearted Ill see
you in my dreams (about Dianas 1970s romance
with Allen Toussaint) while Kelly Clarkson does a
sensitive You Change (perfectly demonstrating
why Ross and Prince are such great songwriting
partners) and Celine Dion does a more powerful
more dramatic My Heart Will Go On. The last of

these is a delightfully emotional moment (in which
Dion gives a sincere and heartfelt performance of
the song) and one of the series of tribute to Ross

that I think could have been made even better if it
had been extended, (although the stars-and-stripe
for which Diana took the stage in her showstopper
HelloDolly) was one of the songs Ross played on

her own on the Mauritius album and she would be
so great to hear performing it. Its all a little

random and uneven, but its still a lot of fun, and
each guest takes the high and low points of the

evening in a different way. 5ec8ef588b
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